...our lifting gear inspections give you guaranteed safety
Our inspections are governed by the current EN standards.

Periodic inspections should be performed every 12 months.

New and tested lifting gear items are identified with a serial number to guarantee traceability at all times.
Lifting gear inspections off-site:

- Collect the lifting items that you would like us to inspect
- Send them to Jakob® by mail or via a freight forwarder
- Jakob® will inspect your items and restore them to a safe condition
- The restored items will be returned to you within 5 to 7 working days

1-leg items (single)
CHF 8 per piece, net

2-leg items (double)
CHF 15 per piece, net

3- and 4-leg items (triple & quad)
CHF 20 per piece, net

Not included in price:
- Replacement and repair of defective material, shipping charges

Lifting gear inspections at your site:

- Check all your lifting gear and single out the ones that are no longer serviceable
- Intact items will be identified with the inspection tag and released for immediate service again
- The non-serviceable items will be taken back to Jakob®
- Defective items will be restored at Jakob® and returned to you within a few days

Safety inspections at your site
CHF 86 per hour, net

Not included in price:
- Travel time CHF 86 per hour, net
- Bus CHF 1 or car CHF 0.70 per km, net
- Replacement and repair of defective material
- Shipping charges
Our key skill: resourcefully linking tradition with innovation.

It all started in 1904: we originally manufactured hemp ropes for farmers in the heart of Switzerland. Today, two generations later, we have a presence in over 40 countries with an extensive line of ingenious products. Our knack for perfection and determination to innovate had such far-reaching consequences because of a “virtue” which at Jakob has become tradition: the total involvement of all staff members in the development process. This guarantees a high level of in-house value addition and genuine customer satisfaction.


We are not the biggest, but certainly among the most committed businesses when it comes to comprehensive advice, concepts, services, efficient assembly or spearheading innovation. The products we manufacture for ski lifts, cableways, forestry and agriculture, architects, building trades and industrial users justifiably bear the “Jakob Quality” seal. Our proprietary wire and fiber rope products are fine exaples. So are our custom-made products.

In moving, lifting, tensioning and securing applications, Jakob® products always do the job with excellence.

Order your catalogue under: www.jakob.ch